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SCRS Quick Tips: 3-Stage and 4-Stage Formulas 
In this video, Mike Anderson from Collision Advice takes a look at 3-stage and 4-stage 
refinish formulas. From validating the paint code, to using estimating system formulas 
for 3-stage, this video covers specific considerations when addressing the color in the 
repair plan. Why isn’t there a formula for 4-stage? Does the paint manufacturer require 
a tinted sealer, tinted clear or ground coat? Learn all about it in this Quick Tip. 

continued on page 2

SCRS Quick Tip: Protecting Connections on Electric Vehicles 
Ever wonder if it is important to protect electrical connections on EVs during the repair 
and refinish process? In this video, Mike Anderson from Collision Advice talks to Jeff 
Poole, Manager, Subject Matter Expert for I-CAR, about why repairers need to take 
special care to protect and cover these cables and connectors on high voltage systems. 
The amount of energy that propels these vehicles is tremendous, and dust, grinding 
debris, overspray and contamination can exponentially increase resistance. As a repair 
planner, you will need to consider that if the electrical system needs to be disconnected, 
the connection cables and ports need to be protected as a task, similar to how you 
might protect airbag connections. Mike and Jeff discuss how protective coverings could 
be applied, from OEM provided or 3D-printed plug covers, to non-conductive, highly 
visible tape options.

Want to learn more about EV?
I-CAR Course Electronic Vehicle (EV) Damage Analysis 

I-CAR Course Electric Vehicle (EV) Initial Inspection and  Handling

https://www.youtube.com/user/SCRSCollision
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7Tz2Fy_6ks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GASYtR_6kCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdgbLmM4_Dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzgMuB8ppOg


SCRS Quick Tip: Equipment vs. Consumables 
In this video, Mike (Collision Advice) and Danny  (DEG) reevaluate how to differentiate 
the equipment from the consumable used in the repair process. Welding arms vs. 
welding tips; Glue pull bridges, bars and lifters vs. glue and tabs. More and more 
facilities are itemizing their materials, and identifying their use in the repair planning 
process. The duo also dive into available resources from invoicing tools, to avoiding 
overlooked items through the Blueprint Optimization Tool (BOT).
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SCRS Quick Tip: Tinting Sealer
In this video, Mike (Collision Advice) and Danny (DEG) talk about the unique need 
to tint sealer as part of the refinish process. It’s always important to reference the paint 
manufacturer recommendations when mixing colors, which will identify if you need to 
tint sealer, or use a different shade sealer, to achieve the proper color. Tinting Primer-
Sealer and Tinting to achieve color match are NOT INCLUDED operations, and 
materials are also not included in published labor times.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3mvt9oLdjw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gea51gi4hns

